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Diffusion is a simple example of emergent behavior.  Diffusion is a simple example of emergent behavior.  
M S d Di l tM S d Di l t–– Mean Squared DisplacementMean Squared Displacement

Fi k’ LFi k’ L

 2 6r D t  

–– Fick’s LawFick’s Law
J D n  
 

Connect DYNAMICS (Motion) to FORCESConnect DYNAMICS (Motion) to FORCES
–– PressurePressure
–– Ideal Gas lawIdeal Gas law
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Kinds of MatterKinds of MatterKinds of MatterKinds of Matter
 Classify objects by how they deform.Classify objects by how they deform.y j y yy j y y

–– SolidSolid: don: don’’t change shape if you leave them alone t change shape if you leave them alone 
or push on them (not too hard!)or push on them (not too hard!)

–– GelGel: look solid if you don: look solid if you don’’t touch them but are t touch them but are 
““squishysquishy”” and change shape easily and change shape easily 
((jellojello butter clay )butter clay )((jellojello, butter, clay,…), butter, clay,…)

–– LiquidLiquid: Have no shape of their own.  Flow to fill : Have no shape of their own.  Flow to fill 
a container but have a container but have constant volume.constant volume.

–– GasGas: Have neither shape nor volume : Have neither shape nor volume 
but fill any container.but fill any container.
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Foothold ideas: Foothold ideas: 
Gases Gases –– Kinetic Theory IKinetic Theory I

 We model the gas as lots of tiny little hard spheres We model the gas as lots of tiny little hard spheres 
far apart (compared to their size) and moving very fast.

 The motions are in all directions and change directions very g y
rapidly. A model saying that on the average the total 
momentum is 0 (and stays 0 by momentum conservation) is a 

dgood one.
 Because there are some many particles and the collisions so 

sensitive to initial conditions we can’t predict the motion ofsensitive to initial conditions, we can t predict the motion of 
individual particles for long.

 Dilute gases satisfy the Ideal Gas Law: pV  n l RTg y
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Foothold ideas: Foothold ideas: 
Gases Gases –– Kinetic Theory IIKinetic Theory II

 Newton’s laws tell us that motion continues forever Newton s laws tell us that motion continues forever 
unless something unbalanced tries to stop it, yet we 
observe motion always dies away.y y

 Our model of matter as lots of little particles in 
continual motion lets us “hide” the energy of motion gy
that has “died away” at the macro level 
in the internal incoherent motion.

 The model unifies the idea of heat and temperature 
with our ideas of motion of macroscopic objects.
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InterpretingInterpretingInterpretingInterpreting
The model unifies the idea of heat and temperature 
with our ideas of motion of macroscopic objects

 The The ““physicistphysicist’’s forms form”” of the ideal gas law lets us of the ideal gas law lets us 

with our ideas of motion of macroscopic objects.

interpret where the interpret where the pp comes from comes from 
and what and what TT means.means.

 i f l l hitti th lli f l l hitti th ll pp arises from molecules hitting the wall arises from molecules hitting the wall 
and transferring momentum to it;and transferring momentum to it;

 TT corresponds to the KE ofcorresponds to the KE of oneone moleculemolecule TT corresponds to the KE of corresponds to the KE of one one moleculemolecule
(up to a constant factor).(up to a constant factor).

p nmv2 k T 2 1 mv2 
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The Ideal Gas LawThe Ideal Gas LawThe Ideal Gas LawThe Ideal Gas Law

pV n RTChemist’s pV  nmolesRTChemist s
form

nmoles 
N
NA

R  kBNA

pV  NkBTPhysicist’s
form pV NkBTform

2 3 k T 1 2
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If I heat an enclosed volume of gasIf I heat an enclosed volume of gasIf I heat an enclosed volume of gas If I heat an enclosed volume of gas 
so that its Kelvin temperature doubles, so that its Kelvin temperature doubles, 

h h h i h ?h h h i h ?what happens to the pressure in the gas?what happens to the pressure in the gas?

1.1. It more than doubles.It more than doubles.
2.2. It doubles.It doubles.
3.3. It increases by between 50% and 100%.It increases by between 50% and 100%.
44 It increases but by less than 50%It increases but by less than 50%4.4. It increases but by less than 50%.It increases but by less than 50%.
5.5. It stays the sameIt stays the same
6.6. It decreases.It decreases.
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If have an enclosed volume of gas If have an enclosed volume of gas 
and I double the number of molecules, and I double the number of molecules, 
but keep the temperature the same, whatbut keep the temperature the same, whatbut keep the temperature the same, what but keep the temperature the same, what 
happens to the pressure in the gas?happens to the pressure in the gas?

1.1. It more than doubles.It more than doubles.
2.2. It doubles.It doubles.
3.3. It increases by between 50% and 100%.It increases by between 50% and 100%.
44 It increases but by less than 50%It increases but by less than 50%4.4. It increases but by less than 50%.It increases but by less than 50%.
5.5. It stays the sameIt stays the same
6.6. It decreases.It decreases.
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If I heat an enclosed volume of gas If I heat an enclosed volume of gas gg
so that its Kelvin temperature doubles, so that its Kelvin temperature doubles, 
what happens to the average speed what happens to the average speed pp g ppp g p
of the molecules in the gas?of the molecules in the gas?

1.1. It more than doubles.It more than doubles.
2.2. It doubles.It doubles.
3.3. It increases by between 50% and 100%.It increases by between 50% and 100%.
4.4. It increases but by less than 50%.It increases but by less than 50%.yy
5.5. It stays the sameIt stays the same
66 It decreasesIt decreases6.6. It decreases.It decreases.
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http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/gas-properties



Foothold ideas: PressureFoothold ideas: Pressure

 At a boundary or wall, the pressure in a constrained At a boundary or wall, the pressure in a constrained 
fluid creates a force perpendicular to the surface. fluid creates a force perpendicular to the surface. p pp p

 The The constrained constrained gas or liquid has gas or liquid has an internal an internal pressure, pressure, 
ApF




meaning that it would create a force against any meaning that it would create a force against any 
surface placed anywhere inside the gas or liquid in any surface placed anywhere inside the gas or liquid in any 
orientation.orientation.
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Atmospheric Pressure
• Atmosphere exerts pressure, like water in a lake. We are at the 

bottom of an “ocean of air”.
• “Magdeburg hemisphere” experiment (1654): Make sphere from 

2 copper hemispheres, ½ m in diameter. Evacuate the sphere 
with vacuum pump. Two teams of 8 horses each couldn’t pull 
the spheres apart!

What is holding the two hemispheres so 
tightly together?tightly together?



QuestionQuestion
It would be easier to pull evacuated 
Magdeburg hemispheres apart when theyMagdeburg hemispheres apart when they 
are 

A) 20 k b th fA) 20 km above the ocean surface. 
B) at sea level. 
C) 20 km beneath the ocean surface. 
D) held upside down. 
E) none of these 



Foothold ideas: Pressure 1Foothold ideas: Pressure 1Foothold ideas: Pressure 1Foothold ideas: Pressure 1
 In a gas the molecules are moving very fast In a gas the molecules are moving very fast g g yg g y

in all directions. On the average in all directions. On the average 
the momentum cancels out.  the momentum cancels out.  

 If you put in a wall keeping the gas on only If you put in a wall keeping the gas on only 
one side, only the momentum in one directionone side, only the momentum in one directionone side, only the momentum in one direction one side, only the momentum in one direction 
acts on the wall (N2, N3), creating a force.acts on the wall (N2, N3), creating a force.

 In a nonIn a non flowing gas the force/area is aflowing gas the force/area is a In a nonIn a non--flowing gas, the force/area is a flowing gas, the force/area is a 
constant, the pressure. It is proportional to constant, the pressure. It is proportional to 
the number of molecules and theirthe number of molecules and their mvmv22 ..
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the number of molecules and their the number of molecules and their mvmv ..



Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
LiquidsLiquids

 In a liquid the molecules are close enough In a liquid the molecules are close enough 
that their mutual (short ranged) attractions that their mutual (short ranged) attractions 
hold them together (e.g. Hhold them together (e.g. H--bonding in Hbonding in H22O).O).

 A liquid maintains its volume but changes A liquid maintains its volume but changes 
its shape easily in response to small forces.its shape easily in response to small forces.

 The relation ofThe relation of pp,, VV, and, and TT in a liquid isin a liquid isThe relation of The relation of pp, , VV, and , and TT in a liquid is in a liquid is 
WAYWAY more complicated than in a gas.more complicated than in a gas.
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A cylinder with a movable piston A cylinder with a movable piston 
i fill d ith if fl id If thi fill d ith if fl id If this filled with a uniform fluid.  If the is filled with a uniform fluid.  If the 
corks are all in equally tightly, corks are all in equally tightly, 

hi h t lik l t hhi h t lik l t hwhich are most likely to pop when which are most likely to pop when 
we hit the piston with a hammer?we hit the piston with a hammer?

1 2
1.1. Cork 1Cork 1
2.2. Corks 1 & 2Corks 1 & 2 3

3.3. Cork 3Cork 3
4.4. Cork 4Cork 4

4

5.5. Some other combinationSome other combination
6.6. AllAll
7.7. NoneNone

Physics 131 22



PascalPascal’’s Principles PrinciplePascalPascal s Principles Principle

WWA force exertedA force exerted
21

A
W

A
W


A force exerted A force exerted 
on a part of a fluid on a part of a fluid 
is transmitted throughis transmitted through

21 AAis transmitted through is transmitted through 
the fluid and expressed the fluid and expressed 
in all directions.in all directions.in all directions.in all directions.
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Foothold ideas: Pressure 2Foothold ideas: Pressure 2
 A constrained fluid has an internal pressure A constrained fluid has an internal pressure 

––like an internal force at every point in all directionslike an internal force at every point in all directionslike an internal force at every point in all directions. like an internal force at every point in all directions. 
(Pressure has no direction.)(Pressure has no direction.)

 At a boundary or wall the pressure creates a forceAt a boundary or wall the pressure creates a force At a boundary or wall, the pressure creates a force At a boundary or wall, the pressure creates a force 
perpendicular to the wall. perpendicular to the wall. 

 The pressure in a fluid increases with depth. (N0, N2)The pressure in a fluid increases with depth. (N0, N2)
ApF



e p essu e u d c e ses w dep . (N0, N )e p essu e u d c e ses w dep . (N0, N )

 The pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontalThe pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontal
gdpp  0

 The pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontal The pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontal 
plane no matter what the shape or openings of the plane no matter what the shape or openings of the 
container. (Vessel shaped like Utah.)container. (Vessel shaped like Utah.)
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Consider the containers at rightConsider the containers at rightConsider the containers at right. Consider the containers at right. 
Which of the followingWhich of the following correctly correctly 
compares thecompares the pressurepressure ((PP) of the) of thecompares thecompares the pressurepressure ((PP) of the ) of the 
water at the bottoms of the containers? water at the bottoms of the containers? 

A.A. PP11 = = PP22 = = PP33

B.B. PP33 > > PP1 1 > > PP22

C.C. PP33 > > PP11 = = PP22

D.D. PP22 > > PP11 > > PP33

E.E. PP11 = = PP2  2  > > PP33

F.F. PP22 > > PP1  1  = = PP33
(1) (2) (3)

G.G. None of theseNone of these (1)            (2)              (3)
Physics 131 25



A container is filled with oil and fitted on both ends with pistons. The A container is filled with oil and fitted on both ends with pistons. The 
area of the left piston is area of the left piston is (0.1 inch)(0.1 inch)22 ; that of the right piston ; that of the right piston (10inch)(10inch)22. . 

Wh t i ht t I l th i t t b l th i ht f 1 tWh t i ht t I l th i t t b l th i ht f 1 tWhat weight must I place on the piston to balance the weight of a 1 ton What weight must I place on the piston to balance the weight of a 1 ton 
(1000 kg) car?(1000 kg) car?

1.1. 0.1 kg0.1 kg
10 k10 k2.2. 10 kg10 kg

3.3. 1,000 kg1,000 kg
44 101066 kgkg4.4. 1010 kgkg
5.5. 101088 kgkg
6.6. insufficient informationinsufficient information

Response GridResponse Grid


